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The UK’s AI journey so far...
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Delivering Strategic Advantage through the National AI Strategy

Governing AI effectivelyEnsuring AI benefits all 

sectors and regions

Investing in the long term 

needs of the AI ecosystem

A growing UK supplier base

Reduced competition for AI skills

New AI scientific breakthroughs

Greater workforce diversity

Applied AI technologies to new use 

cases

Increased investment in UK AI 

companies

Increased diversity in applied AI 

Wider AI adoption in industries & 

regions

Public Sector as exemplar for AI 

procurement & ethics

Greater public value for money

Greater UK AI exports

Certainty for the UK AI ecosystem

Improved public trust in AI

Increased responsible innovation

UK maintains its position as a 

global leader in AI

Benefits of AI 

adoption 

shared across 

every region 

and sector

UK maintains 

its position as a 

global leader in 

AI research & 

development

Growth in the 

UK’s AI sector, 

contributing to 

UK GDP 

growth

Protect and 

further 

fundamental 

UK values

Strong 

domestic AI 

capabilities to 

address 

National 

Security issues

To remain an AI and science superpower fit for the next decadeVision

Impacts

Outcomes

Activities Government activity in this strategy, and over the next ten years
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Data trusts
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Driving AI adoption

◆The AI in Health and Care Award 
aims to benefit patients by 
combining the power of artificial 
intelligence with the expertise of the 
NHS to improve health and care 
outcomes.
◆The Award is making £140 million 

available over four years to 
accelerate the testing and 
evaluation of technologies most 
likely to provide high quality 
lifesaving treatment and care for 
patients and their families, and to 
reduce pressure on hard working 
NHS staff.

NHS Artificial Intelligence in 
Health and Care Award

◆The programme helps nurture the 
UK’s most talented entrepreneurs in 
AI.

◆Now in its third year, of the 32 
companies chosen, 44% of the 
founders are female, which is 
almost double the representation of 
female tech directors (23%) in UK 
tech. 

◆Almost half (47%) of the companies 
are based outside of London.

AI growth programme:
Tech Nation Applied AI

◆The STFC Hartree Centre enables 
UK businesses and the public sector 
to explore and adopt innovative new 
digital technologies including AI and 
quantum computing for productivity, 
innovation and economic growth.
◆The new Hartree National Centre 

for Digital Innovation – opening in 
2022 - is a collaborative programme 
with IBM which will enable 
businesses to acquire the skills, 
knowledge and technical capability 
required to adopt digital 
technologies like supercomputing, 
data analytics, AI and QC.

The STFC Hartree Centre

◆The new AI Dynamic Purchasing 
system connects teams in the public 
sector with private sector expertise 
and experience.

◆New and emerging suppliers - with 
fresh ideas - are now able to bid for 
government contracts, enabling the 
government to be a driver for AI 
innovation.

◆All suppliers will need to address 
ethical considerations when 
providing AI services to public 
sector.

New AI marketplace
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Working with AI

Our goal is to make the public sector lead in the safe and ethical adoption of 

AI, deliver more for less, while improving public services.

A guide to using AI in 

the public sector

Guidelines for AI 

procurement

Ethics, Transparency and 

Accountability Framework for 

Automated Decision-making

Explaining decisions 

made with AI
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We have a rich library of work on AI and Data

Understanding AI ethics 

and safety (The Alan 

Turing Institute)

Review into bias in 

algorithmic decision-

making (CDEI)

Machine learning with 

limited data (dstl)

Algorithms: How they 

can reduce competition 

and harm consumers 

(CMA)

All guidelines on AI and Data can be found on GOV.UK.
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Seizing the benefits and opportunities of AI with our international partners
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Research and Innovation

UKRI AI Strategy

National Institute for Data Science and AI
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AI Centres for Doctoral Training

• The UKRI Artificial Intelligence Centres for 

Doctoral Training (CDTs) are training up to

1000 PhD students who will develop and use AI 

technology in areas such as improving healthcare, 

tackling climate change and creating new 

commercial opportunities.

• The PhD students are being trained at 16 centres 

based at 14 universities with over 300 partners, 

including AstraZeneca, Google, Rolls-Royce, and the 

NHS.

• These UKRI AI CDTs are funded by £100m from UK 

Government along with additional leveraged funding 

to bring the total investment to over £200m.



Fellowships - supported by £46m in research funding - to attract 

and retain exceptional researchers in AI

                    

The Turing AI Fellowships
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Turing AI World-Leading Research Fellows

Professor 

Zoubin 

Ghahramani

University of 

Cambridge

Professor 

Michael 

Wooldridge

University of 

Oxford

Professor 

Philip

Torr

University of 

Oxford

Professor 

Samuel 

Kaski

The University

of Manchester

Professor 

Mirella 

Lapata

University of 

Edinburgh
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Where can I learn more about AI?
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New AI Scholarships and Turing AI Fellows

“We will create 2000 elite AI 

Scholarships for disadvantaged 

young people and double the 

number of Turing AI World-

Leading Research Fellows. 

Helping to ensure that the most 

exciting industries and 

opportunities are open to all 

parts of our society.”
RISHI SUNAK
Chancellor of the Exchequer,

United Kingdom
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AI and data science conversion courses

Up to 2,500 places for AI and 

data science conversion 

courses.

This includes up to 1,000 

government-funded 

scholarships:

● 76% have been awarded 

to women students.

● 45% to black students

● 24% to disabled students
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Diversity issues are all worse for AI

If there is a lack of diversity, data and 
algorithmic bias will lead to unforeseen 
and potentially dangerous consequences

Are interdisciplinary teams the answer?

Incorporate diversity at every stage
of the AI process

 f     s ’  d v  s ,     s ’    h c  


